Humpback Whales spotted in Montserrat!
The teams on both the Philippines and Montserrat site are feeling refreshed, and ready to get
stuck

in after

their

Christmas

break!

The Philippine’s staff have already welcomed their first cohort of volunteers and scholars, and
will start collecting data in Napantao shortly, with surveys in Himayangan planned for the
future. Napantao is home to some of the most beautiful reefs in the Philippines so the team
are

in

for

a

treat!

The Montserrat site is quiet for another week and a half until it reopens to volunteers in early
February, so the staff are hard at work prepping for their arrival. It will be a few months
before the swell in Montserrat calms down enough to allow our marine project to start up
again, so this is a fantastic opportunity to concentrate all of our efforts on the terrestrial
program. One species that isn't bothered by the high swell and low visibility is the humpback
whale. This was proved when the staff was graced with views of a mother and her calf in Isles
Bay! What a fantastic start to this years' expedition! Keep an eye on the CCC Blog for the latest
news on any further sightings!
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The Lifesigns Group
Coral Cay Conservation is part of the Lifesigns Group, a group of companies specialising
in expeditions, medical training & hostile environment solutions.

Whilst we're waiting for the first expeditions to set off in March we thought that this
month we would concentrate on the lifesigns family, so the spotlight falls on Kerrieanne
Forbes, Expeditions Manager for Adventure Lifesigns. Many of the expeditions that Kerri
leads involve a physically challenging element to really get teams working together and
supporting one another, therefore during this run up period Kerri's weekends are
dedicated to training. Last weekend saw Kerri taking part in the Brooks Hellrunner. This
10 mile off-road race involves challenging hills and freezing water plus the 'Bog of
Doom', which sounds too much like the 'Bog of Eternal Stench' to be anything good!
We're very proud to say that Kerri placed a fantastic 393/1472!. Unfortunately we
weren't able to get hold of a post run mud-splattered photo of Kerri but don't worry
we'll make up for it after Tough Mudder 2015!

Offer of the month!
You'll need to get your skates on for this offer! The fifth person who books on to a CCC expedition
AND mentions 'NewsJan20' gets 25% off the cost of their expedition! T&C's apply.
Offer applies to both the Montserrat and Philippines site and can be used for both marine and
terrestrial projects. No minimum expedition duration required. Expedition start date must be within
2015. Offer applies to expedition cost only. Offer expires 23rd February 2015. Cannot be combined
with any other offer.
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